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All! vectors! were! amplified! with! recombination! deficient! bacteria! (OneShot!
Stbl3,!Invitrogen)!and!tested!functionally!for!CreSOn!and!CreSOff!expression!by!calcium!
phosphate! transfection! (Invitrogen)! into! HEK! 293! cells,! HEK! 293! cells! constitutively!
expressing!Cre!
19,!or!HEK!293!cells!coStransfected!with!fluorophore!tagged!Cre.!After!2S6!






isofluorane! and! placed! into! a! stereotaxic! apparatus.! For! coSinjections,! viruses! were!



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In! vivo! physiology.! At! least! 1! week! after! the! initial! injections,! mice! were! surgically!
implanted!with!a!permanent!titanium!headpost.!In!this!surgery!the!coordinates!for!GP,!
FC,!and!M1!were!marked!on!the!surface!of!the!skull!based!on!stereotaxic!coordinates.!









the! first! recording! day! animals! were! anesthetized! with! isoflurane! and! received! a!
craniotomy!over!the!region!of!interest.!In!this!surgery,!a!chronic!fiber  (62.5µm!core!
multimode! fiber,! ecablemart.com)! attached! to! a! ceramic! LC! ferrule! (Pfp! Inc.)! was!! 207!
implanted!at!the!same!coordinates!as!the!GP!viral!injection!but!at!depth!3.0!mm.!All!
chronic!fibers!were!preSscreened!to!have!>80%!transmission!at!473!nm!light.!A!ceramic!
ferrule!connecter!linked!the!chronic!fiber!to!a!standard!LC!cable.!Light!shuttering!and!
output!control!was!through!an!accuosto!optic!modulator!(AA!systems)!and!had!>1000:1!
occlusion!ratio.!Recordings!were!made!using!16!or!32!channel!silicone!probes!with!177!
µm
2!recording!sites!(Neuronexus!Technologies)!spaced!50!µm apart!and!lowered!to!a!
depth!of!~1000!µm below!the!surface!of!the!brain.!Optrode!recordings!were!made!with!
a!16!channel!probe!of!the!same!configuration!fitted!with!a!fiberoptic!100!µm above!the!
top!recording!site!(Neuronexus!Technologies,!OA!series).!All!in#vivo!electrophysiology!
was!acquired!using!the!omniplex!system!(Plexon!Inc)!and!filtered!at!300S8!KHz.!Spike!
detection!was!done!by!level!crossing!generally!at!50µV!and!clustering!to!remove!the!
noise!cluster!using!offline!sorter!(Plexon!Inc).!Units!that!were!separable!were!counted!
separately,!but!many!units!were!accepted!as!multiSunit.!All!analysis!here!assumes!each!
unit!as!a!possible!multiSunit!and!is!only!separated!when!necessary.!All!analysis!was!
performed!using!custom!scripts!in!Igor!Pro!and!etchSaSsketch.! Data!visualization!and!
statistical!analysis!was!done!using!Igor!Pro!and!GraphPad!Prism.!
 
ThreeFdimensional!brain!reconstruction!and!analysis.!Following!fixation,!brains!were!
frozen!and!sectioned!at!50!µm. GFP!and!tdTomato!were!immunoenhanced!in!free!
floating!sections!using!mouseSanti!GFP!(1:1000,!abCam!ab1218)!and!rabbitSanti!RFP!
(1:2000,!Rockland!Antibodies!600S401S379)!followed!by!antiSmouse!Alexa488!(1:200,!
Jackson!Immunoresearch!115S545S062)!and!antiSrabbit!Cy3!(1:2000;!Jackson!! 208!
Immunoresearch!111S165S144)!secondary!antibodies.!Sections!were!mounted!on!slides!
and!counterstained!with!Neurotrace!Blue!(Invitrogen)!and!imaged!on!a!Zeiss!microscope!
with!a!Ludl!motorized!stage!controlled!with!Neurolucida!software!(Microbrightfield).!!
Imaging!was!done!with!a!10x!objective!and!a!Hamamatsu!Orca!Flash!4!camera.!Each!
coronal!section!containing!between!80S200!tiles!merged!with!Neurolucida!software.!!
Coronal!sections!were!aligned!and!Nissl!labeling!normalized!using!Neurolucida,!Adobe!
Photoshop!and!ImageJ!software.!Aligned!sections!were!rendered!in!three!dimensions!
and!cortical!areas!defined!using!Imaris!software!(Bitplane).!Custom!algorithms!were!
written!in!MATLAB!(Mathworks)!to!detect!and!quantify!axons!by!cortical!area.!Briefly,!
multiscale!hessian!filtering
13!was!followed!by!nonSmaximum!suppression!and!then!by!
hysteresis!thresholding
14.!Hysteresis!thresholds!were!applied!to!both!the!response!
(largest!eigenvalue!of!hessian)!and!anisotropy!(difference!of!eigenvalues!after!
normalizing!by!Gaussian!filter!response).!!!
 
Array!Tomography.!Mice!were!deeply!anesthetized!with!isoflurane!and!transcardially!
perfused!with!4%!PFA,!2%!Sucrose!in!0.1!M!sodium!phosphate!buffer!(1x!PBS).!Brains!
were!postSfixed!for!1!day,!washed!in!1x!PBS!and!sectioned!into!300!µm!sagittal!slabs!
using!a!Vibratome!(Leica).!Frontal!cortex!was!then!cut!out!using!a!razor!blade!and!
dehydrated!through!a!series!of!alcohol!dilutions!before!being!infiltrated!with!LR!White!
acrylic!resin!(Sigma!Aldrich!L9774S500G)!overnight.!Tissue!was!then!placed!in!a!LR!White!
filled!gel!cap!that!was!polymerized!at!50
oC!overnight.!Blocks!of!tissue!were!cut!on!an!
ultramicrotome!(Leica!EM!UC7)!into!ribbons!of!70!nm!thin!sections.!Sections!were!then!! 209!
manually!lifted!onto!gelatin!coated!slides,!air!dried!and!then!heated!on!a!hot!plate!
(80
0C)!for!ten!minutes.!Slides!were!marked!by!Pap!Pen!liquid!blocker.!Ribbons!were!
treated!with!50!mM!glycine!in!TBS!for!5!minutes,!followed!by!5!minutes!in!blocking!
buffer!(5%!BSA,!.05%!Tween!20!in!TBS)!before!primary!antibody!staining.!Staining!was!
performed!in!blocking!buffer!overnight!at!4
o!C.!The!dilutions!and!staining!order!are!as!
follows:!
Stain!1:!chkαGFP!1:100(GTX13970,!GeneTex);!musαGephyrin!1:100(612632,!
Biosciences!Pharmingen);!rabαGAD!65S67!1:1000(ab11070,!Abcam)!
Stain!2:!rabαPSD95!1:100(3450,!Cell!Signaling!Tech.)!
Stain!3:!musαBassoon!1:100!(ab82958,!Abcam);!rabαSynapsin!1!1:100!(5297S,!
Cell!Signaling!Tech.)!
Stain!4:!rabαParvalbumin!1:100(PVS25,!Swant)!
Stain!5:!musαVAChT!1:100(139!103,!Synaptic!Systems);!rabαVGAT!1:100(131!
011,!Synaptic!Systems)!
 
Imaging!was!performed!using!a!Zeiss!Axio!Imager!Z1!Upright!Fluorescence!Microscope.!
A!position!list!was!generated!at!20x!in!cortex!to!identify!the!ROI!on!each!section.!Four!
images!were!then!acquired!with!Zeiss!PlanSApochromat!63x/1.4!Oil!DIC!Objective!and!
stitched!into!a!single!final!image!(Mosaix,!Axiovision).!Individual!stacks!were!aligned!in!
FIJI!using!the!MultiStackReg!plugin,!initially!using!the!DAPI!channel!and!then!a!second!
alignment!to!the!stack!from!the!first!imaging!session.!Fine!alignments!were!the!
performed!using!the!Synapsin1!stack!and!the!Register!Virtual!Stack!Slices!plugin!of!FIJI!to!
correct!for!warping.!Background!fluorescence!was!then!subtracted!from!the!aligned!! 210!
stacks!using!a!10!pixel!rolling!ball!filter!and!contrast!was!adjusted!to!0.1%!through!the!
FIJI!software.!Image!analyses!were!carried!out!with!custom!written!scripts!in!MATLAB!
(Mathworks).!GFP
+!“pearls”!and!diffractionSlimited!synaptic!markers!were!
computationally!detected!from!image!stacks.!Pearls!were!identified!as!belonging!to!a!
“string,”!with!multiSplane!spanning!volumes.!All!synaptic!markers!were!treated!as!single!
pixel!pointSsources!within!a!given!z!plane.!Images!were!segmented!to!exclude!DAPI
+!
nuclei!and!areas!containing!no!tissue.!CoSlocalization!analyses!of!GFP
+!pearls!and!
synaptic!markers!were!performed!by!quantifying!the!occurrences/voxel!at!particular!
distances!for!the!real!data!or!following!rounds!of!spatial!randomization!for!either!the!
GFP+!pearls!or!synaptic!markers.!Z!scores!were!calculated!from!0!distance!occurrences!
in!the!real!data!and!following!10!rounds!of!randomization!using!the!same!pearl!volumes.!
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Chapter!5!
Conclusions!and!Outlook!
! Following!the!experimental!framework!outlined!in!the!introduction,!this!thesis!
has!extended!our!understanding!of!how!BG!cell!types!control!cortical!activity.!In!Chapter!
3!we!show!that!during!development,!activity!in!iSPNs!and!dSPNs!oppositely!affects!
motor!behavior!and!the!excitatory!drive!of!cortical!and!thalamic!inputs!into!the!
striatum.!These!results!confirm!the!phenomenology!of!the!accepted!pathway!model!of!
BG!function.!However,!the!constituent!cell!types!considered!in!the!model!are!drastically!
oversimplified.!Using!novel!rAAVs!outlined!in!Chapter!2!to!systematically!describe!this!
complexity,!we!describe!in!Chapter!4!two!GP!cell!types!that!provide!a!direct!output!of!
the!BG!to!cortex.!The!presence!of!a!nonSthalamic!BG!output!necessitates!a!major!
revision!to!the!underlying!circuitry!by!which!iSPNs!and!dSPNs!affect!cortex.!Listed!below!
are!short!summaries!for!each!chapter!with!a!selection!of!results!for!further!discussion!
and!future!study.!!
! !! 213!
Chapter!2.!Novel!recombinant!adenoSassociated!viruses!for!Cre!activated!and!
inactivated!transgene!expression!in!neurons!
!
!
Summary:!We!developed!rAAV!vectors!that!use!alternative!lox!sites!to!achieve!CreS
mediated!inhibition!of!transcription.!These!novel!“CreSOff”!rAAVs!can!be!used!with!
other!“CreSOn”!rAAVs!or!nuclear!transgenic!elements!that!use!more!common!loxp!and!
lox2272!sites.!
!
Discussion/Future!Work!
•Mechanisms!of!rAAV!interference.!rAAVs!that!share!lox!sites!with!other!transduced!
rAAVs!or!genomic!loci!can!interfere!with!transcription.!One!mechanism!could!be!interS
molecular!CreSmediated!insertion!of!rAAV!DNA.!This!mechanism!should!be!tested!
directly.!If!rAAVs!are!capable!of!inserting!parts!of!their!backbones!into!genomic!loci!
carrying!lox!sites,!this!phenomenon!may!offer!a!novel!mechanism!for!transgenesis!at!
endogenous!loci.!Since!rAAVs!have!been!touted!as!promising!vectors!for!gene!therapy,!
preventing!the!putative!insertion!of!rAAV!DNA!into!the!nuclear!genome!would!greatly!
improve!the!safety!of!rAAVs!us!in!humans.!!!!
!
Chapter!3.!Recurrent!network!activity!drives!striatal!synaptogenesis!
!
Summary:!Here!show!that!postSnatal!activity!in!dSPNs!and!iSPNs!of!striatum!has!
opposite!effects!on!the!development!of!glutamatergic!synaptogenesis!on!SPNs!! 214!
themselves.!This!phenomenon!is!not!cell!autonomous!but!rather!depends!on!activity!
throughout!the!BG,!thalamus!and!cortex.!
!
Discussion/Future!Work!
•Spatial!structure!of!recurrent!feedback.!The!BG!are!believed!to!be!organized!in!a!
parallel!looped!architecture,!yet!little!is!known!about!the!anatomical!or!functional!
nature!of!these!putative!loops.!Motor!regions!of!the!BG!display!rough!somatotopy!and!
interSBG!axonal!projections!maintain!a!roughly!parallel!organization.!However!the!
functional!“closedness”!for!any!synaptic!loops!within!the!BG!has!not!been!directly!
evaluated.!Careful!anatomical!work!challenges!the!parallel!nature!of!these!loops.!First,!
the!BG!show!largeSscale!changes!in!spatial!convergence/divergence!of!axonal!inputs!
across!nuclei,!which!differ!drastically!in!both!volume!and!cell!number.!For!example,!in!
rat
1,!stereological!estimates!of!total!neuron!number!per!nuclei!are:!
!
Cortex!>!Striatum!(2.79x10
6)!>!GP!(4.6!x!10
4)!>!SNr!(2.63!x!10
4)!>!STN!(1.36!x!10
4)!>!SNc!
(7.2!x!10
3)!>!GPi!(3.2!x!10
3)!
!
In!terms!of!ratios,!for!a!single!STN!neuron,!there!are!~3.4!in!the!GP,!~0.5!in!the!SNc,!and!
~!200!cells!in!the!striatum.!Second,!singleScell!tracing!experiments!have!demonstrated!
that!axons!from!individual!BG!can!have!very!large!arbors.!For!example,!dopaminergic!
cells!of!the!SNc!and!PVS!neurons!of!the!GP!arborize!over!huge!swaths!of!striatal!
territory,!and!are!thus!positioned!to!innervate!thousands,!if!not!tens!of!thousands,!of!! 215!
neurons.!Thus!while!interSBG!connectivity!is!roughly!parallel!in!nature,!there!are!
anatomical!opportunities!for!crosstalk!across!loops.!!!
! In!the!retina,!crosstalk!between!feedSforward!neural!inputs!is!necessary!for!even!
the!most!basic!computations!such!as!surround!excitation!and!inhibition.!Understanding!
how!crosstalk!across!loops!contributes!to!BG!computation!necessitates!mapping!
networks!of!synaptically!connected!neurons!across!nuclei.!These!networks!could!be!
visualized!with!synapseShopping!recombinant!viruses!in!combination!with!wholeSbrain!
imaging.!Once!the!closed!vs.!open!architecture!of!a!single!loop!is!established,!
endoscopic!imaging!could!be!used!to!record!neural!activity!from!neurons!across!BG!
nuclei!participating!in!the!same!or!a!parallel!network!during!behavior.!!!
! To!complement!these!challenging!experiments,!one!could!take!advantage!of!the!
recurrent!nature!of!SPN!activity!during!development!we!describe!to!address!the!size!and!
independence!of!these!loops.!SPNs!in!specific!portions!of!the!striatum!could!be!
manipulated!and!synaptogenesis!assayed!within!and!outside!of!those!affected!areas,!
offering!functional!insight!into!the!largeSscale!organization!of!corticoSBGS!thalamo!
feedback.!!
!
•Role!of!dopamine.!The!activity!dependent!synaptogenesis!we!describe!not!only!
requires!glutamate,!but!is!likely!affected!by!other!neurotransmitters!and!
neuromodulators.!In!cortex,!de#novo!synaptogenesis!requires!PKA!signaling.!In!striatum,!
PKA!activity!can!be!controlled!through!neuromodulators!like!dopamine!and!adenosine.!
Dopamine!is!thought!to!have!opposite!effects!on!PKA!in!dSPNs!and!iSPNs.!Whereas!! 216!
D1Rs!activate!PKA!in!dSPNs,!D2R!inhibit!PKA!in!iSPNs.!This!canonical!cell!signaling!
suggests!that!dopamine!may!drive!synaptogenesis!in!dSPNs!while!inhibiting!
synaptogenesis!in!iSPNs.!Coincident!dopamine!signaling!offers!a!plausible!mechanism!
for!how!the!release!of!glutamate!could!thus!lead!to!pathwaySspecific!synapse!formation!
in!striatum.!!!
! How!then!does!activity!in!the!corticoSBGSthalamo!loop!self!organize?!Let!us!
consider!how!SPN!activity!and!dopamine!could!mediate!both!positive!and!negative!
feedback!in!developmental!wiring.!We!know!that!dSPN!activity!drives!while!iSPN!activity!
inhibits!synaptogenesis!in!SPNs!from!both!pathways.!This!effect!is!likely!caused!through!
opposite!changes!in!the!firing!rates!of!striatalSprojecting!glutamatergic!neurons!in!cortex!
and!thalamus.!Striatal!dopamine!signaling!coincident!to!glutamate!release!could!bias!
synaptogenesis!toward!dSPNs!and!away!from!iSPNs,!offering!a!plausible!mechanism!
how!differential!pathway!wiring!could!be!sculpted.!Since!dSPNs!are!thought!to!inhibit!
striatal!dopamine!releasing!SNc!neurons,!dSPN!activity!could!target!the!amount!of!
pathway!drive!to!a!set!point!through!dopamineSmediated!negative!feedback.!This!
negative!feedback!might!be!necessary!to!compensate!for!the!glutamateSmediated!
positive!feedback!that!dSPN!activity!triggers!through!the!corticoSBGSthalamo!loop.!!Such!
a!model!not!only!begs!for!experimental!scrutiny,!but!also!highlights!important!
theoretical!concerns.!For!example,!resolving!the!“chicken!and!the!egg”!phenomena!with!
dopamine!and!SPN!activity!in!development.!What!signals!are!instructive?!
! ActivitySdependent!synaptogenesis!in!the!striatum!offers!a!straightforward!and!
quantitative!read!out!to!determine!how!dopamine,!adenosine!and!other!! 217!
neuromodulators!control!synapse!formation!in!single!SPN.!After!these!contributing!
signals!are!identified,!it!will!important!to!find!their!cellular!sources!within!the!BG!
circuits.!Once!the!sources!are!identified!and!activity!monitored!during!development,!we!
will!have!a!better!idea!about!how!the!rest!of!the!brain!contributes!to!wiring!the!direct!
and!indirect!pathways.!!
!
•Role!of!other!BG!cell!types.!The!effects!of!developmental!wiring!caused!by!inhibition!
of!dSPNs!and!iSPNs!has!lent!phenomenological!support!for!the!direct!and!indirect!
pathway!model!of!BG!organization.!Do!are!other!BG!cell!types!contribute!to!the!direct!
and!indirect!pathway?!Or!is!this!organization!entirely!dependent!on!SPNs?!This!question!
can!be!experimentally!addressed!using!similar!methods!to!dampen!firing!or!prevent!
transmitter!release!from!other!cell!types!within!the!BG!while!assaying!synaptogenesis!in!
the!striatum.!
!
Chapter!4.!A!direct!GABAergic!output!of!the!basal!ganglia!to!frontal!cortex!
!
Summary:!Here!we!show!that!SPNs!of!dorsal!striatum!and!the!STN!control!a!projection!
system!from!the!GP!directly!to!frontal!cortex.!The!GPSFC!projections!consists!of!two!cell!
types!which!function!to!activate!cortex!by!releasing!either!GABA!or!GABA/ACh!mostly!
onto!cortical!interneurons.!The!GPSFC!projection!stands!as!a!major!revision!to!the!
accepted!model!wherein!the!BG!modulate!the!cortex!indirectly!via!that!thalamus.!!
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Discussion/Future!Work!
•Cortical!interactions!between!GP!and!thalamusFbased!BG!feedback.!Activity!in!striatal!
SPNs!will!affect!cortex!through!both!the!thalamic!and!nonSthalamic!outputs.!Internal!to!
the!BG,!dSPNs!and!iSPNs!have!different!effects!on!these!two!outputs:!GPSFC!cells!are!
inhibited!by!both!SPN!types,!while!dSPNs!and!iSPNs!impose!largely!opposite!effects!on!
BGSthalamus!cell!firing.!Despite!these!differences!in!internal!control,!both!outputs!
increase!cortical!firing!rates,!but!differ!in!their!mechanisms:!GPSFC!cells!activate!cortex!
by!inhibiting!local!interneurons,!while!corticoSthalamic!cells!increase!activity!through!
glutamatergic!drive.!It!will!be!vital!to!understand!how!these!two!BG!outputs!are!
controlled!by!SPNs!and!interact!in!cortex!during!behavior,!development!and!to!
coordinate!plasticity.!!
! !
!
•Pathway!and!targetFspecific!shortFterm!synaptic!plasticity.!dSPNs!and!iSPNs!have!
distinct!shortSterm!synaptic!plasticity!properties!onto!GPSFC!cells!(Figure!4.14j).!iSPN!
IPSCs!are!slightly!facilitating,!while!dSPN!IPSCs!are!depressing.!These!results!suggest!
SPNs!of!each!pathway!likely!recruit!GPSFC!cells!differently.!Future!work!should!focus!on!
describing!the!synaptic!properties!of!dSPNs/iSPNs!onto!other!GP!cell!types.!This!data!
could!serve!as!the!basis!for!understanding!the!how!SPN!activity!controls!GP!cells!in#vivo!
and!for!defining!the!molecular!mechanisms!responsible!for!the!cell!type!specific!
differences!in!synaptic!properties.!!For!example,!do!pathway!specific!preSsynaptic!
differences!affect!how!bursts!of!SPN!action!potentials!inhibit!PV+!GP!neurons!that!! 219!
control!“downstream”!nuclei!such!as!the!STN!and!SNr!versus!mostly!PVS!GP!neurons!
that!feedback!“upstream”!into!striatum?!
!
•GPFFC!cells!and!behavioral/cellular!effects!of!antiFpsychotics.!GPSFC!cells!are!
synaptically!positioned!between!D2RSexpressing!iSPNs!and!interneurons!of!frontal!
cortex!and!thus!are!likely!to!convey!at!least!some!of!the!therapeutic!benefit!of!antiS
psychotic!drugs.!Recent!genetic!association!studies!in!schizophrenic!vs.!healthy!humans!
have!demonstrated!that!variants!in!both!D2R!and!nicotinic!receptor!subunit!genes!are!
some!of!the!~100!genome!variants!that!can!cause!disease!predisposition
2.!This!
convergence!of!genetics!with!pharmacological/behavioral/postSmortem!data!suggests!
that!D2R!iSPNs!may!not!just!be!important!for!the!mechanism!of!action!of!antiSpsychotic!
drugs,!but!can!be!linked!to!the!pathophysiology!of!Schizophrenia.!
! In!our!simple!model,!Schizophrenia!ensues!through!excessive!dopamine!in!the!
striatum.!Excessive!dopamine!tends!to!overSactivate!D2Rs!on!iSPNs,!lowering!the!
efficacy!of!iSPN!inhibition!onto!GPSFC!cells.!Increased!GPSFC!cell!activity!will!tend!
hyperactivate!cortex!by!greater!inhibition!of!local!interneurons,!causing!cell!type!specific!
compensatory!changes!in!cortical!architecture!over!time.!Experimental!manipulations!of!
activity!and!transmitter!release!in!ChAT+!and!ChATS!GPSFC!cells!in!conjunction!with!antiS
psychotic!administration!will!be!important!to!determine!the!necessity!and!sufficiency!of!
this!projection!system!for!the!behavioral!and!cellular!changes!induced!by!these!drugs.!!
! Future!work!will!also!need!to!define!the!exact!interneuron!and!pyramidal!cell!
types!directly!controlled!by!GPSFC!cells.!For!example,!do!ChATS!innervate!both!! 220!
pyramidalStract!and!intratelencephalic!pyramidal!neurons?!Which!exact!types!of!
interneurons!do!ChAT+!and!ChATS!GPSFC!cells!control?!Unpublished!rabiesSmediated!
retrograde!tracing!experiments!from!the!labs!of!Josh!Huang!and!Nat!Heintz!suggests!GPS
FC!cells!directly!innervate!chandelier!cells!in!the!upper!regions!of!layer!2/3,!as!well!as!
somatostatin+!interneurons!and!VIP!interneurons!expressing!HTR3a!in!mPFC.!
Unfortunately,!these!experiments!did!not!distinguish!ChAT+!vs.!ChATS!GP!neurons.!
Regardless!of!their!ChAT!identity,!these!data!suggest!that!the!GPSFC!projection!
collectively!influences!cortex!via!a!diverse!set!of!interneuron!types.!While!this!diversity!
of!this!cortical!cell!connectivity!may!prove!confusing!in!the!shortSterm,!in!the!longSterm,!
should!greatly!inform!how!coordinated!modulation!of!neighboring!interneuron!types!
affect!cortical!processing!and!behavior.!!!
!
•GPFFC!cells!for!drug!targeted!therapy.!Typical!antiSpsychotic!drugs!can!cause!
devastating!motor!side!effects.!Molecular!characterization!of!GPSFC!cells!could!present!
specific,!drugStargetable!receptors!that!could!alter!GPSFC!activity!without!largeSscale!
effects!on!dopamine!signaling.!!
!
•Mechanisms!of!ACh/GABA!coFrelease!from!ChAT+!cells!of!GP!and!basal!forebrain.!In!
cortex,!the!preSsynaptic!terminals!of!ChAT+!GPSFC!cells!have!a!spatially!mixed!identity:!
along!the!same!axon,!some!terminals!contain!both!VGAT!and!VAChT!while!others!
contain!either!of!the!vesicular!transporters!(Figure!4.10gSk).!Importantly,!VGAT!and!
VAChT!punctae!tend!to!be!~300!nm!apart!and!thus!likely!are!targeted!to!distinct!! 221!
vesicular!pools.!Future!work!will!be!needed!to!work!out!the!logic!and!mechanisms!of!
this!coSrelease.!What!distinguishes!VGAT!and!VAChT!containing!vesicles!biochemically?!
Are!these!distinct!vesicular!pools!released!by!the!same!types!of!activity?!Do!terminals!
containing!these!distinct!synaptic!pools!target!the!same!synapses!or!cell!types?!Is!ACh!
vs.!GABA!release!affected!by!developmental!or!behavior!state?!What!role!does!coS
release!play!in!synaptic!plasticity?!
!
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Appendices!!
!
! Figures!in!appendices!contain!unpublished!work!from!Chapters!3!(Appendix!A)!
and!Chapter!4!(Appendix!B)!and!are!not!referenced!in!the!Chapters!themselves.!Movies!
in!the!appendix!will!be!included!with!the!published!form!of!Chapter!4!but!are!not!
referenced!in!the!Chapter!4!of!this!thesis.!!
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Figure!A.1.!rAAV!rescue!of!Slc32a1!in!striatum!restores!MSN!GABAergic!transmission!
a.!Example!voltageSclamp!recordings!from!ChR2SmCherry
–!MSNs!in!D1SCre!mice.!Traces!
are!from!3!distinct!mice!with!1!or!0!functional#Slc32a1!alleles!(Vgat
fl/+!or!Vgat
fl/fl)!
following!injection!of!DIOSChR2SmCherry!or!DIOSChR2SmCherry!+!DIOSVgat!in!striatum.!!
b.!Summary!graph!of!peak!currents!demonstrating!that!CreSconditional!rAAVSmediated!
overexpression!of!Slc32a1#is!sufficient!to!rescue!GABAergic!transmission!in!mice!where!
Vgat!was!conditionally!deleted!(D1SCre:!n=20!cells!Vgat
fl/+!+!DIOSChR2,!n=7!Vgat
fl/fl!+!
DIOSChR2,!n=13!cells!Vgat
fl/fl!+!DIOSChR2!&!DIOSVgat;!D2SCre:!n=12!Vgat
fl/+!+!DIOSChR2,!
n=7!Vgat
fl/fl!+!DIOSChR2,!n=13!Vgat
fl/fl!+!DIOSChR2!&!DIOSVgat).!Mean±sem.!!
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Figure!A.1!(Continued)!
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Figure!B.1!Cortical!GABAergic!neurotransmission!from!ChAT!
iFCre!neurons!is!Slc32a1!
dependent!
a.!Conditional!knockout!of!Slc32a1#(Vgat
fl/fl)#from!ChAT
iSCre;Rosa26
lslSChR2SYFP!expressing!
cells!eliminates!direct!GABAergic!but!not!direct!nicotinic!currents.!Top,!number!and!
percentage!of!layer!1!interneurons!exhibiting!optogenetically!evoked!direct!currents!
with!2!(Vgat
+/+)!or!0!(Vgat
fl/fl)!functional!Slc32a1#alleles.!Bottom,!direct!current!peak!
amplitudes.!
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Figure!B.1!(Continued)!
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B.Movie!1.!ThreeFdimensional!wholeFbrain!reconstructions!of!axonal!projections!from!
ChAT+!(magenta)!and!ChATF!(green)!GPFFC!cells.!!rAAVs!DIOSEGFP!(CreSOn)!and!FASS
tdTomato!(CreSOff)!were!injected!into!the!GP!and!adjacent!dorsal!NB!in!a!ChAT#
iSCre/+!
mouse.!The!max!projection!movie!begins!with!a!lateral!to!medial!view!of!the!injection!
site!and!Rt.!!A!posterior!to!anterior!fly!through!of!cortex!shows!axons!in!frontal!cortex!
and!the!lateral!amygdala,!followed!by!a!medial!to!lateral!view!which!exhibits!subcortical!
projections!to!the!Str,!STN,!SNr/c,!PF!and!LH.!!A!small!amount!of!FASStdTomato!
expression!in!striatum!contributes!to!the!CreSOff!projection!in!SNr.!Rt,!thalamic!reticular!
nucleus;!Str,!striatum;!SNr/c,!substantia!nigra!reticulata/compacta;!PF,!thalamic!
parafasicular!nucleus;!LH,!lateral!habenula.!
!
B.Movie!2.!ThreeFdimensional!wholeFbrain!reconstructions!of!axonal!projections!from!
iSPNs!(green)!and!dSPNs!(magenta)!from!dorsal!striatum!into!GP/dorsal!NB.!!
rAAVs!DIOSEGFP!(CreSOn)!and!FASStdTomato!(CreSOff)!were!injected!into!the!dorsal!
striatum!of!D2rSCre!mouse,!to!differentially!label!Cre
+!iSPNs!and!Cre
S!nonSiSPNs.!Since!
SPNs!provide!the!only!output!of!striatum,!this!strategy!selectively!labels!iSPN!and!dSPN!
projections.!Following!a!rotated!lateral!view!of!the!whole!brain,!the!movie!proceeds!
anterior!to!posterior,!following!single!coronal!slices!through!the!injection!site!and!back!
and!forth!through!the!GP!before!continuing!to!the!SNr.!!Visualizing!iSPNs!and!dSPNs!
individually!illustrates!that!dSPN!axons!arborize!widely!in!the!ventral!and!posterior!
regions!of!GP/NB!containing!GPSFC!cells.!!
!